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SMITHSMITH
RESPIRATORRESPIRATOR

How to replace the Bellow How to replace the Bellow 
of theof the

Type LA 2100+Type LA 2100+
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Veterinary Technics Int. and Inel B.V. (Innovative Veterinary Technics Int. and Inel B.V. (Innovative 
Electronics) our producer of the Smith Respirator, Electronics) our producer of the Smith Respirator, 

made there recommendations to replace the made there recommendations to replace the 
bellow of the Smith Respirator LA 2100+bellow of the Smith Respirator LA 2100+

by Inel B.V.by Inel B.V.

Would you prefer to replace the bellow by your Would you prefer to replace the bellow by your 
selves, consider that all risks and costs which will selves, consider that all risks and costs which will 
be followed by these replacement will be for your be followed by these replacement will be for your 

own account.own account.
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To replace the bellow To replace the bellow 
of theof the

Smith Respirator Smith Respirator 
typetype

LA 2100+LA 2100+
you have to follow you have to follow 

the following the following 
procedureprocedure
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Before you start, first you Before you start, first you 
have to fix thehave to fix the

Smith Respirator with his Smith Respirator with his 
brakesbrakes
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Get het head of the machineGet het head of the machine
(with two hands at each site and lift it vertically up)(with two hands at each site and lift it vertically up)
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Code all 6 connectorsCode all 6 connectors
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Code all 6 connectorsCode all 6 connectors

66 55
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Remove all tire wraps of the cablesRemove all tire wraps of the cables
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Remove the air supply Remove the air supply 
tube of the reduction tube of the reduction 

valve.valve.
Untied the bleu swivel Untied the bleu swivel 
and remove the tube.and remove the tube.
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Open the hose clamp of Open the hose clamp of 
the discharge of the the discharge of the 
pipe and remove the pipe and remove the 

rubber hose of the piperubber hose of the pipe
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Open the hose clamp of the gas evacuation line Open the hose clamp of the gas evacuation line 
and remove the hose of the exhaustand remove the hose of the exhaust
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Get the cable of the Get the cable of the ““ReedketteReedkette”” out of the groove out of the groove 
of the upper plate.of the upper plate.

(Let the connector connected)(Let the connector connected)

ReedketteReedkette

groovegroove
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Unscrew the nut of the guide rot and remove the Unscrew the nut of the guide rot and remove the 
rubber sealrubber seal
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Remove the other 4 nuts of the wire rots which are Remove the other 4 nuts of the wire rots which are 
been fixed on the upper plate of the big tubebeen fixed on the upper plate of the big tube
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Place the disconnected cables en tubes sideways Place the disconnected cables en tubes sideways 
before removing the upper platebefore removing the upper plate
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After removing the 5 nuts After removing the 5 nuts –– lift the upper plate on lift the upper plate on 
two sites verticallytwo sites vertically

Fase 1Fase 1
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After removing the 5 nuts After removing the 5 nuts –– lift the upper plate on lift the upper plate on 
two sites verticallytwo sites vertically

Fase 2Fase 2
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After removing the 5 nuts After removing the 5 nuts –– lift the upper plate on lift the upper plate on 
two sites verticallytwo sites vertically

Fase 3Fase 3
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Place the upper plate carefully upside down on the Place the upper plate carefully upside down on the 
table with the bellow on toptable with the bellow on top
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Unscrew the hose clamp of the bellowUnscrew the hose clamp of the bellow
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Remove the bellowRemove the bellow
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Clean the anchor plate with cleansing or alcohol.Clean the anchor plate with cleansing or alcohol.
Leave the hose clamp on his pace.Leave the hose clamp on his pace.
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Look for the bellow conduction holeLook for the bellow conduction hole
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Beware that the eye of the conduction wire guide Beware that the eye of the conduction wire guide 
will be above the holewill be above the hole
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Replace the new bellow on the anchor plate.Replace the new bellow on the anchor plate.
First awry and then pull it gentle on top.First awry and then pull it gentle on top.
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Take care that the lowest border of the bellow will be Take care that the lowest border of the bellow will be 
1 1 –– 2 mm over the anchor plate (everywhere the same)2 mm over the anchor plate (everywhere the same)
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The eye of the conduction wire guide must be The eye of the conduction wire guide must be 
exactly above the hole of the guide wireexactly above the hole of the guide wire
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Then fix the hose clamp on the bellow really tideThen fix the hose clamp on the bellow really tide
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Take the upper plate up side down again and hold Take the upper plate up side down again and hold 
the bellow good closed with two handsthe bellow good closed with two hands
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Take care that the conduction ring of the bellow Take care that the conduction ring of the bellow 
will be positioned over the conduction wire.will be positioned over the conduction wire.

Hold the cables and tubes sideways and release Hold the cables and tubes sideways and release 
the bellow (handling for two people).the bellow (handling for two people).
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Take care that the upper plate in the first place in Take care that the upper plate in the first place in 
the guide wire will be fixed together with the two the guide wire will be fixed together with the two 

mounting wires on the out sidemounting wires on the out side
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Drop the upper plate over the guide wires. Check if Drop the upper plate over the guide wires. Check if 
the bellow will be straight vertically and that the the bellow will be straight vertically and that the 

eye will be free over the guide wireeye will be free over the guide wire

When the bellow will not be straight vertically, When the bellow will not be straight vertically, 
position the bellow again till he will be positioned position the bellow again till he will be positioned 

on the right wayon the right way
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Install the wire of the Install the wire of the ““ReedketteReedkette”” in the groove of in the groove of 
the upper platethe upper plate

ReedketteReedkette

groovegroove
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Fix all nuts till the upper plate will be fixed Fix all nuts till the upper plate will be fixed 
steadfast.steadfast.

Be aware that the big tube will be on the right Be aware that the big tube will be on the right 
position and the silicon seal on the right place.position and the silicon seal on the right place.
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On the guide wire the rubber seal first must be On the guide wire the rubber seal first must be 
placed before the nut will be mountedplaced before the nut will be mounted
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Bring the air supply tube on the reduction valve Bring the air supply tube on the reduction valve 
and fix the bleu swiveland fix the bleu swivel
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Mount the connectors and fix them with the original Mount the connectors and fix them with the original 
nuts (6 pieces)nuts (6 pieces)
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Position the rubber tube hose on the right placePosition the rubber tube hose on the right place
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Connect the yellow gas evacuation tube on the  Connect the yellow gas evacuation tube on the  
exhaustexhaust
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Close the host clamp of the gas evacuation tubeClose the host clamp of the gas evacuation tube
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Connect the host clamps on the discharge, one on Connect the host clamps on the discharge, one on 
the exhaust and one on the metal housingthe exhaust and one on the metal housing
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Fix all cables and tubes with tire wraps like beforeFix all cables and tubes with tire wraps like before
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Check if everything is been connected as the Check if everything is been connected as the 
starting pointstarting point
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Hereby the result like the starting point after all Hereby the result like the starting point after all 
fixationsfixations
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Take the head with two hands and place it gentle in the Take the head with two hands and place it gentle in the 
right position over the exhaust and before the control right position over the exhaust and before the control 

panelpanel
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Take care that the is been placed completely  on the Take care that the is been placed completely  on the 
right position.right position.

The bellow exchange is ready.The bellow exchange is ready.
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Test the Smith Respirator before usingTest the Smith Respirator before using
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Do you have any questions concerning the Do you have any questions concerning the 
exchange of the new bellow of the Smith exchange of the new bellow of the Smith 

Respirator LA 2100+, please do not hesitate to Respirator LA 2100+, please do not hesitate to 
contact uscontact us

Industriestraat 61DIndustriestraat 61D
1976CT IJmuiden1976CT IJmuiden
The NetherlandsThe Netherlands

Tel.  088 Tel.  088 –– 776 26 50776 26 50
Fax  088 Fax  088 –– 776 28 50776 28 50

EE--mail:mail: info@veterinarytechnics.cominfo@veterinarytechnics.com

mailto:info@veterinarytechnics.com
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